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Frost, the Man
Robert Frost *8 grandfather bought his twenty-five
year old grandson a farm in Derry, New Hampshire; ’’that has
made all the difference". His grandfather was Just about in
despair with him because he couldn't settle down.
Robert had come from California, and the west at
that time was restless; his father, William Prescott Frost
had shared this restlessness and perhaps Robert had carried
the feeling away with him; or perhaps he inherited it from
his father, william Frost was a political aspirant, stirred
to white heat in the game. The difficulty seems to have been
that other people didn't get sufficiently moved over him to
make him the figure of his dreams. Only Robert and his Mother
were stirred. Life with such an excitable and passionate man
as William Frost could not have been altogether easy and the
boy was afraid of him.
Robert Frost was born in San Francisco in March 1875*
His father's people were not westerners, however; they were of
New England stock for generations gone. His mother, Belle
Moody Frost was Scotch.
William, the boy's father, had always been filled
with discontent and revolt; he did many things of which con-
servative New Englanders could not have approved; Indeed, he
went west; not only that, but he Joined the democratic party.
aeX eoit
slij J-iij^ocf a'cfrio'i? ji&doH
8«ri i'firiJ'” {aiifiaqmBK ^sK
-li ;rtQl e nGabn^Ts bXo 'laex
iLi cri/cdB J-Gijf. 3SW ’leri.Js'tbnjB'is aXH . "efvna'i9l:1:ib scii Hb ^boni
. iriob alj’jsa I'nbljjoo aii jfiirj dt/w lisdsoo
J8 iae??
-T/ii bHii re'll orco bsd iTSrCfoH
lacaH
.i:ei.LXly; aid ;3aoi^t8•^^ aew ^m.iJ ijsdj*
osiTiBD :. 6d I'lc.don aqari'xaq ons ea-afjaaoij-ae*! airjj fcaicrfe &Ed
itoil II eri aqcd'i^^q to jinin rfcTf.v; y^BWs afilX&al anl
bs'i'ilja » liiB'xIqss liJoiJ'XIoq a eaw <Jao'T? rBi.CiX>\^ airf
need evad o-t smoea oriT
.^sa&s nl. i^ed aJXclA- oi
miri 1 SVO bovcjn yX^neioXTius J-'nbXb elqoe 7 ledJ o ledl
'serflo.'f aid Iina I-iedoH ylnC .accaenb aid lo entail edJ cjin ejias!
nam e.?«aci3aaq baa eXdsj-Iaxe ns doua dils? elij I
edd baa yaue 'lodiea^^- Xs need ^VBd don bXuoo iaon'? msIiltv’J ks’
.Tiid "to bled'ta saw yod
.
dVdl doia^i ill coaioctE-T^: naa ni nned cm .taon? i-isdcft
'
lo jnevewod
,
snsnieirjsv' ioa snsT; eXqoeq s’l^rj^c t aXH
eXXsr. ,nediorn alH . snoy. 8ncllaien©3 lol >joovta bnalan'i wejl
.di iooti BCK iao'i^ ybocW
beim need syewli* bac ^lendsl o’yed ,in«iXIi(V
-1100 doidw lo tisnldi ynsn: bib sd ;j-Xcve'i btic Jaeinocaii. dx ft:
-
^d ,o»e -ni jbevc'xqqa avarf ion blooo a'lebasIaxiS wall evftavTee
.
yiiaq ofia-ioocneb eni benioL on iod ,isdi vino Jod jiaew jnew
2A man with the name of Frost should have been republican.
The man did not survive his own tempest. His New
England spinster aunts must have known before he went west that
he could not, and the support of Robert and his mother necessar-
ily fell upon William's father. Robert was ten when his father
died and his mother and he went to Lawrence to live with the
j
grandfather.
Life was not very much different for this young lad
than for many other boys, probably. There are always school
and play and chores to be done; Robert was different from many
j
other boys in that he did not read much until he was older. His
mother read to him a great deal.
G-rammar school was Irksome to Robert; in high school
it was another story. Elinor White was there and she was a
very good student. She took first place in scholastic awards
away from Robert and then Ijindly let him deliver the essay.
Five years later he married her.
Robert went to Dartmouth a few months, but he "ran
away"; he did not like it. Amy Lowell says that "college
didn't agree with his state of mind and the Inertia of the
grammar school overcame him. He could not learn from his
teachers; he could get no mental pabulum from the prescribed
courses. Miss White was no longer at his side to spur him on."^
He tried college again, but Harvard Instead of Dart-
mouth. He was married and his wife probably encouraged him.
He stayed at Harvard for two years and once more ran away -
1. Lowell, Amy - Robert Frost (pamphlet)
\
.nsoiiduqb- nosd sved bXuoiie ’!!:o aai.sn edd li^l^ neir: A
rjelrl 5iB . n«o Btri sviv'iL's Jon 5ib nscn erfT
jAdc Xasw Sf^ s'iolerf nwon^i svsn J-ba^cj einijs ledefil^a bnel^nlJ
':saBao‘j'U 'lad^'Ofli aln bn» diedoH “io J’'?.Qqqj.a arJw one .Jon 51 too oil
'iSjrfJsl aid riodw noj 3bw JisdoH .nsriJa'i ^.'ttiBl.Llin noqu £1©! Tjli
V
o5j cJiw ©vil oJ ODuaiwsJ cJ Jn©w ori baa TeiiJcai alri 5aa b©i5
.TLsriJalbnei^
Dsl anuc-^: alriJ tc-'i jne'iel'rlb rioua* ©lij
I OCAos 3 78*1 a 916 ‘JiodT ."ilcfsdo'iq ,avocf lariJc x^am lol naiU
Xii2x incaJ Jns'iBlriX ae^r Ji©do£ lenob ed cJ eeiorio baa ^nlq 5n^
..£H .16510 sew ad liJnt dotni oaci Jon 5x5 sd JaoJ ni 3Ycd ladJo
.£s66 Jaaig- a ciri CJ oaei isdJon
iGoaoB al ;ii9doH oJ 9/noEj[*tf aew locAos ler’T’B'i-O
B sa»f ©na ohe saw aJlrffi ioniX2 .v.ioJa lodJcna saw jX
a5*i6^8 DiJeaXofioa .iX ©osXq Jai i‘l jfcoJ ©58 .inaotJa fcoo^ yiav
.ysB;;.© 35J levXXab r Xd Jel ylofili nodJ tr.a J'l&dcH iiiC't'i yswa
.19A oaXiisCT &r( lej.sl ?.*ia6y ovX*^
ri6i” 6fl Jt'd , BAJnoiyT '791 e riJi/cciw-is'X oJ inoy JiaooH
QSeXXoo'' JsdJ ayoi IXawcj \.3jA .Ji a^:-! Jon 5X5 art i^yawo
srtJ lo sXJionX 6.dr nn « fni-.- lo 6X‘>Xti .in liiXr, aoi^a j ’n5X5
aXrt ."ci'i m 56l Joi! bXt'oa jH .rn/rt OiTTSoiavo Xocrtoa iBrnaiais
56cX‘'xosei :j onJ noil: rnt C^daq isdnar on Jar^ bXxioc sri ; .'lortoa©.*’
'‘'.nc xrXrt itqa oJ aoXa eirt Je on aair ©JinVi Sf/.X?* .asaitto
*o oaBJani ‘.’ovinF jug ,nXb3B 85,0X100 boiij ;?H
.T.Xfi co^Bit/cone yXcadciq otiw airt.bna ^>©11 *1 .:® asw oH .."xooc
- ysvra .181 o'xcff 9onc aiisey 5i6\n::<‘i j& AoyaJa ©H
(jaXricjiaq) tecid Jiadc, - yur/i ,XXewoJ
T
3this time to teach school, make shoes and edit a weekly news-
paper; he seemed to his family to be moving toward nothing at
all.
It was then that his grandfather gave him a farm.
There the young poet went working from morning till night to
tear a living out of the soil. However despairing the struggle
may have been, it was evidently what the poet needed; it was
the actual experiencing of this struggle that enabled him to
breathe life into the people whom he pictured in these same sur-
roundings. These few hundred miles north of Boston were to
contain all his poetic world but they were to be deepened in-
definitely by the delving of his own spade.
Of this farm Munson says,^
"Frost's small farm was a couple of miles 'down the
turnpike'." Like scores of other farms in Rockingham county
it was a farm out of which even a very experienced farmer would
have had difficulty in extracting a living. For Frost it was a
downhill, dogged battle. The unproliflc character of the soil
was unfairly aided in its resistance to success on the tiller's!
part by the hayfever which attacked Frost in the middle of
August each year and made him wretched for months. His farming
neighbors, probably correctly, did not approve of Frost's meth-
ods (he could be caught milking the cow at ten at night in or-
der to sleep later in the morning) and the end of this venture
came in 1905 when he drove up to the butcher's- to make further
purchases on credit. The fattish butcher came brusquely out on
1. Munson, G-orham B. - Robert Frost - p. 38
-hr&a hii& RBOiie e^iezi .Icof^oa rIdeoS od OBcId alri,}
is ^niriJcri L'xc»ej j^aivcE ec oi sid cj ^^et^9e2 sd ;neqeq
. 1£&
.^•‘Xal B inid svay rjadJ’a't bne'xg aid izdi nedJ* aaw Jl
qS XXli ^a^inofli mo'i't sr.XJi'icVf- dsoq s^^uo\ sdvt eierlT
el.s^u^ja edcr aniTiaqaeb a^vjwoH .Iloa edJ- *>o J’j.fo aalvll s TES.t
ejGvr J-i ;£>9DS9n d^oq od.t J'Edw ^Unoolvs asw ,n©9d ©vad
oi rrld dela Biie. Jar.J BX33ti"td 3 Bind lo salon'air: Xaydoa ©dd
-':ls a-Tiss ©.aodJ nl daTndoiq en ciodw. slqoeq ©rid odal ©"tlX ddsead
od S'ievr nod 106 Ic ridaca 39llm bsndnnd ws't esedT . s^Idffao^s
-III Deneqeeb ed od e'ls-^ ^[©dd dod blaow oldeoq siri XIa niadnoo
.absqa nwo sId lo snlvSed ^dd 'i^cf ^{XedlrTl'isb
X
,B’i8S ficann?-? .TfaElC ata'd 1C
sdd iisrct’ aeiirn Ic sIqL'CO e ubw ciaal Xlacra a'daot**:’'
^dr.noo ir.sd^i I JiOcH nl sir.nal nsddo lo ti3*xooE ©ilJ ” . ' e:ilqanrd;
Muoa' jyanci deoqeineqxe v'xov. a nov-B dolrivf lo duo iH'ial a 4;bw dl
^ saw di daca^ acu ,^ilvti b ^Idouadxs al biad evaii
lie- ©dd 'lo A-^doansao oIl.t Ic'iqnu sdT .©Idd-aJ be;33ob ,IXi£U:v.ob
tt’Ti&XIid ©fid no &a<>oooB od ©onBdeiaon edl nl bo&Is ^I'^Ialni; aaw"
1 q sXbuIni end ^4 ! d^sQri usXs^BddE noldw aavelYBxl ©rid dnaq
sfH .i^udncin lol bdrlode^w aid ©bac &nB t-bsy. lioaG daor-f-A
-.id»t' a'dao'd^: io ^vo'OqqB don bIL , A^ido .-’tnoo xloBdczq
,
snodiri^Ioc
?
-"rc nl dfi^In ds u©d da troo and ^ilxLItz id'^usri ed bXuco eri) ebc
S’l.vJ'nov Sind lo bae ©ad uia (gnlincffi add n‘ i9d/^X qeeLe ci 'isl
ooddnul t-;»'ar: od .-'o^uodud odd od qa ©vonb ©r n©r}%' COQX nl «i£ro
ac due YX&npauTci ©mao T^dedud dslddal auT .dlLsnc no e^BEdonuq
6C -q - dQon^ d»it>doF - .1 inadnor ,no3auM .£
the porch of his store, cocked an appraising eye at Frost's
horse and inquired, none too delicately, if any one had a lien
on it. Then Frost, with four children, a rundown farm and a
bundle of unpublished poems (Including "Black Cottage" which
he had Just written) on his hands, decided to apply for a posi-
tion at Pinkerton Academy.
Certainly it was not' the life of a "landed gentry"
that Frost lived; it was the life of a struggler, fighter and
thinker. "If the farm had not grudgingly yielded him a living,
it had done something else; it had toughened his aspect for na-
ture, it had disciplined him by its Immaleabllity to aught but
extremely hard labor. It put, in short, a fibrous quality in
his living which has been expressed in the poetry."^
Sidney Cox calls Robert Frost "the originial ordinary
man"^- and it is a good description of this unassuming man; he
would be about the last person in the world to wear long curls
down his neck and a big bow under his chin in the manner of the
romantic poet. He is Just a New England farmer writing down
his thoughts and emotions in a form called "poetry". Mr. Cox,
however, means more than this; to him "An ordinary man la one
whose imagination and character result from the constant Impact
of the irresistible force of desire against the immovable ob-
ject necessity, the impact of feeling against reason, and the
impact of faith against fact. That is, if Robert Frost can be
a sample. And a sample is really what he is, and that is why
j
he speaks to and for all men."^
1. Munson, Gorham B. - Robert Frost - p. 38
2. Cox, Sidney - Robert Frost - Original Ordinary Man - Title
3. ibid - p. 21
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Sidney Cox knows and appreciates Robert Frost. He
feels in him a firmness in his refusal to comply with external
forces except ’’when his Internal force is in accord."^ He says,
"I wish I could make that trait visible - as it almost is vlsi-
i
j
ble when you see him for a while - in a portrait of his lax but
i
strong and masculine figure, his blunt but sensitive and inter-
pretive, hairy-backed fingers, his massive oval head, his serene
and passionate and changeful face, his tender, unsubdued, blue
eyes, with deep recesses and wild brows, his broad, slightly im-
pudent nose, his thick sensuous, often mocking, oftener questior
Ing lips, his tousled and gray hair deliberately rumpled, and
his come-one-come-ali chin, saved from being forbidding by the
quizzical cock of head and eye, now and then. His voice should
be in the portrait too. It is a marvelous medium when he is
going well. It can be elfin, ribald, gargoylesque
,
serene, sin-
ister, utterly convinced, altogether sceptical, tender like firn
fingers pressing soil around a delicate plant, and full of emo-
tion or hilarity. And it has a fringe of little vibrations a-
round it that have suggestions of mystery and power like the
•
purring of great dynamos. It is the unspoiled organ of an un-
2
cowed human being."
While persons are interesting to see they are usually
more interesting to meet. So it is with Frost. He is not a
hard person to meet. He is a good neighbor and a lover of con-
versation and one soon becomes at ease with him. Paul L. Ben-
jamin says of him: "The quality of neighborliness expressed it-
self repeatedly. I was struck with the affection with which
1. ibid - p. 22
2. ibid - p. 22
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Frost was greeted by his neighbors as we spun along in a wheezy
Ford, with the pride with which he pointed out farm and hill-
side. It is this very real love of the soil and the shade,
this delight in the trivial incidents of the country side about
him, this being of a good neighbor, which partly explains his
authentic interpretation of New England, the New England of the
bleak, barren hillside, of Puritan grimness and tight-laced re-
ligious beliefs, of governors and statesman and sturdy pioneers,
of lonely women going mad with the fearful monotony of drudgery
of the Isolated farm, yes, the New England with its humor and
kindness . "
^
AS all must be I said within my heart
Whether they work together or apart.
- THE TUFT OF FLOWERS^
When Frost went about he asked questions - many ques-|
tlons. Of the wood-choppers he asked of the chopping of wood;
of the sawyers he asked of the mill. He listened much and
thought more.
His kindness manifests Itself wherever he goes: his
family are rich from it; his friends enjoy it; his students
reap from it. He is touched by the new-born calf or colt in
the pasture in the late autumn.
The Runaway
Once when the snow of the year was beginning to fall,
We stopped by a mountain pasture to say, ’’Whose colt?”
1. Benjamin, Paul L. - ’’The poet of Neighborliness”-Surv.45: 31!:
2. Frost, Robert - ^ Bov '
s
Will - p. 47
3. Frost, Robert - New Hampshire - p. 85
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A little Morgan had one foot on the wall,
The other curled on his breast. He dipped his tall
|
i
And snorted at us. And then he had to bolt,
we heard the miniature thunder where he fled,
And we thought him, or thougH, we saw him, dim and grey.
Like a shadow against the curtain of falling flakes.
"I think the little fellow's afraid of the snow.
He isn't winter-broken. It isn't play
I
I
!
With the little fellow at all. He's running away.
Where is his mother? He can't be out alone."
And now he comes again with the clatter of stone.
And mounts the wall again with whited eyes
And the tail that isn't hair up straight.
He shudders his coat as if to shake off flies.
"whoever it is that leaves him out so late.
When other creatures have gone to stall and bln^.
Ought to be told to come and take him in."
In the woods and the fields his feelings and love for the
world about him are deep and understanding - so understanding
that when he tells you of them he does not need to interpret;
he paints the facts his eyes and heart have seen in such a way
that you are made to feel as he does; his is the artist’s brush
shading and throwing lights on the realities of nature making
them ugly and beautiful at will and filling them with life.
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The Tuft of Flowers ^
But as I said it, quick there passed me by
On noisless wing a 'wildered butterfly,
Seeking with memories grown dim o'er night
Some resting flower of yesterday's delight.
And once I marked hie flight go round and round,
As where some flower lay withering on the ground.
And then he flew as far as eye could see,
And then on tremulous wing came back to me.
To what extent we are endowed by nature with abilitieii
is as yet an unanswerable question; it is probably true, how-
ever, that the majority of people have potential endowments e-
nough if they awaken them. Robert Frost awakened his; he took
time to live and feel and think. He is a man of deep humor and
deep thought - not thought coming from bickering over wretched
details that can at best get no further than their narrow walls
j
but of fundamental truths of human lives and nature. He has
learned patience; perhaps he has gained it from the enduring
hills and the plodding oxen. He does not Jump at conclusions;
they come from turning and returning facts over in his mind af-
ter the nature of country folk. That is why his poems are few
in number and slow in coming; he must feel and see. Hie un-
bounded humor that finds fun in the wind in the face, spring's
urge to the great out-doors, the cow mad for the taste of applee
1. Frost, Robert - A Boy '
s
Will - p. 47

a mountain brook, or a Joke on his fellow men keeps the expres-
sion of his thoughts from becoming stilted; it is one of the
secrets of his freshness.
I
The Pasture ^
I'm going out to clean the pasture spring;
I'll only stop to rake the leaves away
(And wait to watch the water clear, I may):
I shan’t be gone long. - You come too.
I'm going out to fetch the little calf
That's standing by the mother. It's so young.
It totters when she licks it with her tongue.
I shan't be gone long. - You come too.
Sidney Cox emphasizes the sincerity of Robert Frost
as a key to the intrinsic value of his works; of course this
is true. Even the best of actors fall short of reality; their
great interpretations of great passions over step here and un-
der step there. One must express his inner self unhampered by
form and details to be great; it should be a substance worthy
of life and great substance will find a great and proper ve-
hicle; otherwise the substance itself is lacking thoroughness
and solidity. Robert Frost has given us his philosophy of the
correlation between art and life which we must read to fully
appreciate the Inherent worth of the philosophy of his poems.
"One of the real American poets of yesterday was
Longfellow. No, I am not being sarcastic. I mean it. It is
1. Frost Robert - North of Boston - p. 7

the fashion nowadays to make fun of him. I come across that
pose and attitude with people I meet socially, with men and
1
women I meet In the classrooms of colleges. They laugh at his I
i
I
gentleness, at his lack of worldllness, at his detachment from
the world and the meaning thereof. When and where has it been
written that a poet must be a club-swinging warrior, a teller
of barroom tales, a participant of unspeakable experiences?
i
That, today, apparently is the stamp of poetic Integrity. I
j
hear people speak of men who are writing today, and they light
up with a deep glow of satisfaction when they can mention some
putrid bit of gossip about them. 'He writes such lovely things
\
they say, and in the next breath add, half worshlpfully
,
'He
leads such a terrible life'.. I can't see it. I can't see that
a man must needs have his feet ploughing through unhealthy mud
in order to appreciate more fully the glowing splendor of the
clouds. I can't see that a man must fill his soul with sick
and miserable experiences, self-imposed and self-inflicted, and
greatly enjoyed, before he can sit down and write a lyric of
strange and compelling beauty. Inspiration doesn't lie in the
mud; it lies in the clean and wholesome life of the ordinary
man. Maybe I am wrong. Maybe there is something wrong with me.
Maybe I haven't the power to feel, to appreciate and live the
extremes of dank living and beautiful living and beautiful in-
spiration.
'*Men have told me that I have no 'straddle'. That is
the term they use. I have no straddle. That means that I can

111
1
1
not spread out far enough to live In filth and write in the
|
treetops. I can't, perhaps it is because I am so ordinary.
j
I like the middle way, as I like to talk to the man who walks
the middle way with me. I have given thought to this business
of straddling and there always seemed to me to be something
wrong with it, something tricky....
"l am an ordinary man I guess. I like my school and
I like my farm and I like people. Just ordinary, you see."^
Anything we may try to add to Robert Frost’s own
words in the expression of his sincerity and philosophy of life
would be idle. It is interesting to note, however, that many
critics have found in his poem "For Once, Then, Something" an
expression of this very philosophy, or search for truth.
Once, when trying with chin against the well-curb,
I discerned, as I thought, beyond the picture.
Through the picture, a something white, uncertain.
Something more of the depths - and then lost it.
Water came to rebuke the too clear water.
One drop feel from a fern, and lo, a ripple
Shook whatever it was lay there at the bottom,
Blurred it, blotted it out. What was that whiteness? ^
Truth? A pebble of quartz? For once, then, something.
;
1
i
One wonders sometimes if his "philosophy and truth"
kept him from recognition here. At any rate, he couldn't get
recognized in America in spite of repeated submlttances of his
1. Munson. Gorham B. - Robert Frost - tdtd . 84-86
2. Frost. Robert - New Hampshire - p. 88
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works to leacilrig magazlnee. He was often discouraged In those
first twenty years. In 1912 he and his family went to England;
there he met David Nutt and in three days time after Frost had
submitted to him the manuscript of A Boy ' s Y«ill this editor had
returned word he would publish it.
Although Frost went to England unknown it was differ-
ent when he came back; he felt the change with surprise. When
he purchased "The New Republic" upon his return to New York he
found there a full page appreciation of North of Boston , thanks
to Amy Lowell. He learned also that the book had been published
by an American publishing company, Henry Holt and Company. Fron.
that time Frost’s success has been assured; sales have been ra-
pid. The public is eager, now; the tables are turned. Robert
Frost does not feed the demands of the people rapidly enough.
Upon his return to America in 1915 Robert Frost went
back to the hills with the quick certainty of "a homing pigeon";
in spite of the fact that he could probably have lived on the
profits from his books he refused to let the sudden success go
to hie head. He bought a farm in Franconia, New Hampshire and
started farming again.
The year of 1917 the poet went to Amherst College as
an Instructor in prose and poetry writing, but teaching weighed '
upon him. Of it he said that it took two days to unscrew and
two to screw up again. For one year he fled back to the country
in South Shaftsbury, Vermont; later he was offered a position by
the University of Michigan in which he did no organized teaching
but lived on the campus giving what he could to students Inforaally
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A homing pigeon still, he returned to South Shaftsburj
after his two years at Michigan and wrote poems and engaged in
farming. Hardly had he arrived home, however, before Amherst
College persuaded him to Join its staff.
Many honors have come to Robert Frost; the extent of
his influence and greatness can best be realized through the ex4
tent of their circulation. ’*At the sorbonne in France, Robert
Frost's work has been made a requirement in the English teacher^'
course. And from the University of Montpllier, Jean Catel
|
writes: 'We are going to study Frost together with such recog-
nized writers as Shakespeare, Milton, Thackeray, etc. Recently
|
critical articles dealing with his work have appeared in Italy.
In England a volume of his Selected Poems was brought out in th€i
..1
spring of 1923 by William Heineman. Here in America we want
I
more of his works, but Mr. Frost turns a deaf ear to all pleas
for haste. His is a thorough and well-ordered mind that defies
a life on confusion and rush.
1 . Lowell, Amy - Robert Frost (pamphlet)

IThe Poet Talks
we have but to open North of Boston and read a few
j
!
lines to be Impreseed by the style of Robert Frost; there Is an
original note here, we feel. Whether or not we like it is anoth'
er matter; some people must learn to like olives, you know. The
point is that we immediately become aware of an individuality of
expression. It Interests us; we wonder what it is that makes
the style of this man stand apart.
The conclusion we reach even after reading only a poem
or two is that it feels rough - irregular - Informal in note; it
is conversational: the poem talks to us. We think we have dis-
covered the mystery of Robert Frost's works - the story of his
originality - and we grow content. In fact, we have really,
only there is more to it.
The style of North of Boston is the recording of the
j
i
natural, unaffected expressions of rural people living in New
j
England; it is not dialect, as Robert Frost himself states.^ It
represents the supreme accomplishment of an emotion vividly
caught and recollected in tranquillity. No heightened passion-
I
no flow of eloquence is found here. The stir that the reader
|
}
feels does not come from a lifted style; it is rather like the
j
Btlr that comes from far beyond a quiet sky which gathering it-
|
self slowly along the horizon, rumbling in the distance, creeps
nearer until it breaks around our very door. It is the piling
1. Munson, Gorham B. - Robert Frost - p. 90
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up of suspense with every line, yes, every word doing its part.
We know that the storm will reach us in time, but that does not
make the storm less intense.
Carl Van Doren says in his article, "Soil of the puri-
tan",^ “The bare details are sufficient; they draw no sword,
they wave no banner but they steal upon the reader of the poem
as if he were an observer of the situation by making his sight
of it so vivid."
When speaking of the conversational style of Robert
Frost's poems, I do not necessarily mean that the people are
talking; that is true in many of them, of course; but the gen-
eral tone of all of his poems is informal.
Something there is that doesn't love a wall;
That sends the frozen ground-swell under it.
And spills the upper boulders in the sun;
And makes gaps even two can walk abreast.
2
- MENDING WALL
Note the simplicity, the natural language, the clear
outline of Images. Picture a patient, thoughtful man standing
by a broken stonewall musing to himself aloud - or to an old
neighbor. Certainly there is no eloquence here, nor does the
poet wish there to be. The mood is one of curious, interested
meditation; the setting is a large quiet pasture. It is the j
• meditation that comes from unhurried living, from taking time
to muse. To feel it the reader, too, must relax; he can't hur-
ry and catch the note. No one should try to read Frost's poems
1. Van Doren, Carl - "Soil of the Puritan" - Cent . 105:629-36
Feb. '23
2. Frost, Robert - North of Boston - p. 11
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hurriedly; they were not born in a rush of factory wheels but
in deep, quiet places. Let’s reread now:
Something there is that doesn't love a wall,
or shall we turn to another poem:
When I see birches bend to left and right
Across the line of taller, darker trees
I like to think some boy's been swinging them.
- BIRCHES ^
The poet himself tells you that he stops and thinks;
|
I
he sees birches bend and the image arouses meditation. Can’t '
you see him stopping before bent birches, a smile that comes
froip pleasant inner thoughts across hie lips, musing? That is
the spirit of his works; that is the theme we must catch if we
are to like them and understand them fully. It is the essence
of his conversational quality that every critic of his work men-
tions but never defines.
In the conversation of his poems this note is even
more apparent. The following selection from "The Death of the
Hired Man"^ehows it.
"Where did you say he'd been?"
He didn't say. I dragged him to the house.
And gave him tea and tried to make him smoke,
|
I
I tried to make him talk about his travels.
Nothing would do: he Just kept nodding off."
!
"what did he say? Did he say anything?" '
j
1. Frost, Robert - Mountain Interval - p. 29
j
2. Frost, Robert - North of Bo ston - p. 14
j
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"But little.”
"Anything?" Mary, confess
He said he’d come to ditch the meadow for me.
"Warren'. ”
"But did he? I Just want to know."
or this from "The Mountain":^
"What town Is this?" I asked.
"This? Lunenburg."
"Then I was wrong. ..."
"What did he say?"
"He said there was a lake
Somewhere In Ireland on a mountain top."
"But a lake's different. What about the spring?"
There are more factors contributing to the feeling of
roughness than this Informal note, however; It lies In the ar-
rangement of words In the lines and their position around the
accent. Some lines are In even lambic pentameter.
U/U / %J / t
I let my neighbor know beyond the hill;
^ t O t M * Ml M /
And on a day we meet to walk the line
V / M / Ml M I O I
And set the wall between us once again.
We keep the wall between us as we go.
2
- MENDING WALL
On the other hand an attempt to scan some of his
lines by the old measure falls completely.
I M O f %J M M / / MU * M
Mary eat musing on the lamp-flame by the table
1. Frost, Robert - North of Boston - p. 24
2. Ibid - p. 11
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IObviously the only way to scan such a line is to fol-
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low the vernacular accent, talk it and see if it feels iambic,
I
if it has five accents regardless of where the less important
syllables fall. It does, I think we all agree. The point of
difference is that this artist has grouped non-accented syl-
lables together in place of one such syllable which gives the
sense of phrasing; there is a sly, easy slurring of syllables.
An example of such slurring is found in the above
line: ’’ing by the." However, upon further study here we dis-
cover more artistry of Frost's; we notice that "lamp-flame"
are two accented syllables together. Such a double accent fol-
lowing a phrase of unaccented syllables gives the feeling of
poise as a butterfly might lightly flit and stop to hover on
still wings for an instant over a flower. Such, at least, is
my reaction to the line; I think it is great artistry and were
I to criticize Frost, which I have no intention of doing, it
would be to say that there are too few of such lines. When a
period of unvaried iambic flows and then suddenly a line of
broken metre is inserted I am disturbed a little.
U / U / u/ o / \j r
"That's what you're so concerned to know'. You hope
xJ / u / %j / \j * \i t
I like it. Bang goes something big away
U / O / O f U f O t
Off there up stairs. The very tread of men
V t \J t U i yi M t M /
AS great as those is shattering to the frame
t %J * \i f O f M f
Of such a little house. Once left alone,
M » f u xi / u * %J f
You and I, dear, will go with softer steps
t Xj t / tf \i \) * \> f
Up and down stairs and through the rooms, and none
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But sudden winds that snatch them from our hands
o tot t
Will ever slam doors.
- IN THE HOME STRETCH
It feels to me that the two following lines should
be read:
I M * / O t o / O *
You and I, dear, will go with softer steps
f U t t O t
Up and down stairs and through the rooms, and none
and I find that unless definitely on guard I stumble over them
and have to go back and make them fit. That, however, is Just
my reaction and may not generally hold. I may too easily fall
into the swing of lambic metre. At any rate, the places are
not frequent; usually the tone stays consistently rough and has
a natural flow.
An attempted scansion of a series of so-called "rough*'
lines will show, I think, the slurring and grouping effect that
Frost accomplishes.U/J/UU// t/U /
I hate to think of the old place when we're gone
O O ^ J o * ^ I o t
With the brook going by below the yard.
Another possible scansion might be:
t 0 * o t u to t
I hate to think of the old place when we're gone
/ U / UU/U/U /
with the brook going by below the yard.
However, the first scansion is the most natural be-
cause it follows the meaning of the line. In ordinary speech
unless another word brings out an interpretation we want made
1. Frost, Robert - Mountain Interval - p. l6
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clear, we tend to accent nouns and verbs and slur the relatively
unimportant words. That is what we should do in poetry; it is
what Robert Frost himself said should be done to his work.^
Hence "place" should be accented and with the other accents fall
ing naturally the first scansion results. In the same way
"brook" and "go" should receive the strongest emphasis and "by"
should stand out as it refers to the "going" of the brook; the
other syllables fall in naturally. Read slowly and according
to the first scanning; the total effect is one of meditation, a
musing aloud. That, I think, is the way in which the author in-
tended it to be read. TSThat has become of our "rough" line then?
Instead of being irregular it has become quite smooth and pen-
sive in note.
7/e have been talking only of words and lines, however-
separate words and lines - and the poem's the thing. 7/ords and
lines are important only as they affect the whole. Even if you
grant that with proper placing of emphasis the roughness is
pretty much smoothed out of the lines, what is the feeling of
the whole? we haven't lost the "roughness of New England gran-
ite" yet, we think, as we reread the poem.
There are many factors contributing to this uneven
|
i
and original note of the whole. Many lines are broken by con-
versation and many run over into the following line. A study
of the excerpt below will make this clear.
He saw her from the bottom of the stairs
Before she saw him. She was starting down
Looking back over her shoulder at some fear. i
- HOME BURIAL ^
1. Munson, Gorham B. - op. cit. - p. 90
2. Lowell, Amy - "Review of North of Boston"
3. Frost, Robert - North of Boston - p. 43
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These lines are regular in scansion yet due to the fact that
the first thought breaks in the center of the second line, the
reader senses an Irregularity. In conversation this is even more
apparent, one verse often being broken into two or three parts.
’*
*You see,'* the voice said.
"Oh," she looked and looked.
'*You don’t see - I*ve a child here by the hand.”
'*What*s a child doing at this time of night - ?**
"Out walking. Every child should have the memory
Of at least one long-af ter-bedtirae walk.
What, son?”
"Then I should think you'd try to find
Somewhere to walk - " ...
- THE FEAR
"Oho, oho I”
"You don't believe me."
"Yes, I do.
Only too well, I knew there must be something'.
So that was what was back. She's bad, that's all*."
- THE HOUSEKEEPER^
I
Often Frost leaves pauses in his verses as if the
thought that he was musing aloud was cut off or was kept to
himself. The use of dashes tells us when such hesitation comes,
"There ought to be a view around the world
From such a mountain - if it isn't wooded
Clear to the top." ...
1. Frost, Robert - North of Boston - p. Ill
2. Ibid - p. 97
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"There is no village - only scattered farms."
- THE MOUNTAIN^
Close In nature to the above are parenthetical lines
the poet seems to enjoy tucking in; such lines not only vary
the metre of the poem but add an Intimate touch as well,
(Women will never make them all the same.)
(Nothing could draw her after those two sons.
She valued the considerate neglect
She had at some cost taught them after years.)
- THE BLACK COTTAGE^
Rhetorical questions and exclamations also heighten
the effect of irregular metre and deepen the atmosphere of medi-
tation.
But how can they be so very unlike
By the same hand working in the same stuff?
- THE BLACK COTTAGE^
« « » * «
What are you going to do with such a person?
- THE HOUSEKEEPER ^
« « « « «
Did you ever feel so? I hope you never.
And. see the way you lived, but I don*t knowl
- A SERVANT TO SERVANTS^
Robert Frost also uses the feminine ending in his
verses which gives a lingering effect indicative of prolonged
drifting thought. Here again I think we must recognize the
1. Ibid - p. 24
^
2. Ibid - p. 50
3. Ibid - p. 50
4 . Ibid - p. 97
5* Ibid - p. 64
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genius of a great poet in making his lines do what he wants
them to.
Often you must have seen them
Loaded with ice a sunny winter morning
After a rain. They click upon themselves
As the breeze rises and turn many colored
As the stir cracks and crazes their enamel
« » {V « «
Where your face burns and tickles with the cobwebs
Broken across it and one eye is weeping
With a twig's having lashed across it open.
- BIRCHES^
How close we have come to discovering the manner in
which this poet gives his works a conversational tone is diffi-
cult to say. There is much more to it which we will discover
later on, but this much seems evident: pauses, exclamatory,
rhetorical, lingering and final, play an important part.
”0h, guess which hand? My, my’. Once on a time
I knew a lovely way to tell for certain
By looking in the ears. But I forget it.
Er, let me see. I think I'll take the right.
That's sure to be right even if it's wrong.
Come, hold it out. Don't change, - A Ram's Horn orchid 1
A Ram's Horn I What would I have got, I wonder.
If I had chosen left. Hold out your left.
Another Ram's HornI Where did you find those.
1. Frost, Robert - Mountain Interval - .p.' 29
±

Under what beech nut tree, on what woodchuck's knoll?"
- THE SELF-SEEKER ^
There are other elements that go into the making of
Frost's originality - local color plays an important part. Words
and phrases known to rural people alone give an atmosphere dif-
ferent from that of other works.
There were three in the meadow by the brook
Gathering up windrows, piling cocks of hay
# « « « «
To cock the hay? - because it's going to shower.
I built the load and topped it off; old Sanders
Combed it down with a rake - says, 'O.K.'
- THE CODE ^
The language here is definitely that of the hayfield;
to one not acquainted with the terms it must sound provincial
and strange. Such expressions as "Cock the hay" and "gathering
up windrows" must convey a quaint color to a person unschooled
in country terras. This man's work is full of them. Others de-
scribing other details of farm life abound.
He drew the oxen toward him with light touches
Of his slim goad on nose and offside flank
Gave them their marching orders and was moving.
- THE MOUNTAIN^
Here we wonder if oxen are not so much of the feature
of past history even in rural places that the image is
1. Frost, Robert - North of Boston - d. 118
2. Ibld-p
. 76
3. Ibid - p. 24
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meaningless to many readers. Only those who have seen a driv-
er carrying a long slender whip with a long lash upon it and
snapping it across the backs and sides of the patient beasts
can fully appreciate the imagery; to those it is vivid indeed.
In "The Housekeeper"^ a coop of hens is described and
the smell of their drying feathers brought out - striking to
one who knows that odor and has cared for the fowls living in
Just such coops. The line which follows completes the picture;
those who have seen fowls carried as they are hung in meat mar-
kets know what Frost means.
"We are not allowed to take them upside down."
In this same passage we note also that Frost has used other
senses than sight in outlining his scenes. He often uses
sound
.
And that was my long scythe whispering to the ground.
- MOWING GRASS^
Not bones, but the ill-fitted window rattled.
He gives his harness bells a shake
To ask if there is some mistake.
The only other sound's the sweep
Of easy wind and downy flake.
« # *
They click upon themselves
As the breeze rises, and turn many colored
AS the stir cracks and crazes their enamel.
- BIRCHES^
1. Frost, Robert - North of Boston - p. 97
2. Frost, Robert - A Boy* s Will - p. 36
3. Frost, Robert - Mountain Interval - p. 29
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Frost does not limit his pictures to the out-of-doors
Equally important to him are the farm-houses and the womenfolk.
’’it took my mind off doughnuts and soda biscuits
To step outdoors . .
.
« # «
- A SERVANT TO SERVANTS
Was the lamp tilted near them in his hand 2
- AN OLD MAN'S WINTER NIGffiT
We've got to have a stove
Whatever else we want for. And a light,
Have we a piece of candle if the lamp
And oil are buried out of reach.
3
- IN THE HOME STRETCH
Provincialisms take their place beside expressions of
local color and hold an even greater place; in them we realize
that Frost has accomplished all that he set out to do: he has
caught the utterances of the people about him. "Rolling it off
wholesale", "enough of his bullying tricks", and "stood the
..
6
spade up
,
serve as Illustrations, To such expressions as
these more than to any other one characteristic, Frost owes his
original style.
In an effort to give the exact meaning to his thoughtii
Frost does not hesitate to compound words; many of them are verj'
unusual and cast greater individuality over the verses in which
they appear. "Harp-like morning glory strings" and "treadlng-
water-llke" are examples.
r 1 . Frost, Robert - North of Boston - p. 64
2. Frost, Robert - Mountain Inte rval - p. 14
3 . Ibid - p. 16
4. Frost, Robert - "The Code" - North of Boston - p. 76
5 . Frost, Robert - "Home Burial" - ibid - p. 43
6. Ibid
- p. 43
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Closely connected with the use of compounded words
and realistic local color is the use of figures of speech; they
are unusual and vivid. Isidor Schneider^ says that they are
more functional than commonly in poetry.
"Many poets have used abundance and brilliance but few
have used metaphors so Justly, so carefully, so fully. It has
worked in naturally and at length becoming a part of the whole
idea, not a mere Illuminating flash. The most conspicuous ex-
2
ample of this is *The Hillside Thaw'." The first three lines
announce the metaphor.
To think to know the country and not know
The hillside on a day the sun lets go
Ten million silver lizards out of snowl
As often as I've seen it done before
I can't pretend to tell the way its done.
It looks as if some magic of the sun
Lifted the rug that bred them on the floor
And the light breaking on them made them run.
But if I thought to stop the wet stampede,
And caught one silver lizard by the tail.
And put my foot on one without avail.
And threw myself wet-elbowed and wet-kneed
In front of twenty others' wriggling speed.
In the confusion of them all aglitter.
And birds that Joined in the excited fun
My doubling and redoubling song and twitter,
1. Schneider, Isidor - "Review of 'Collected Poems of Robert
Frost' - The Nation 132:101-102 Jan. 28, 1931
2. Frost, Robert - New Hampshire - p. 106
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I have no doubt I'd end by holding none.
It takes the moon for this. The sun's a wizard
By all I can tell; but so's the witch.
From the high she makes a gentle cast
And suddenly, without a Jerk or twitch,
She has her spell on every single lizard.
I fancied when I looked at six o'clock
The swarm still ran and scuttled Just as fast.
The moon was waiting for her chill effect.
I looked at nine: the swarm was turned to rock
In every lifelike posture of the swarm.
Transfixed on mountain slopes almost erect.
Across each other and side by side they lay.
The spell that so could hold them as they were
Was wrought through trees without a breath of storm
To make a leaf, if there had been one, stir.
It was the moon's; she held them until day.
One lizard at the end of every ray.
The thought of my attempting such a stayl
1
"We have a wonderfully complete sense of the coolness,
swiftness and liquidness of these snow lizards that the night
will catch and hold and the sun will again release in the next
day-light."^
There are countless other figures of speech that en-
rich Frost's poems.
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I've been choking like a nursery tree
When it outgrows the wire band of its name tag.
- A HUNDRED COLLARS^
The mountain held the town as in a shadow
I felt it like a wall
Behind which I was sheltered from the wind.
- THE MOUNTAIN
^
He studied Latin like a violin
Because he liked it.
He speaked like a squeezed rat.
- THE CODE^
«
I've been built in here like a big church organ.
- THE HOUSEKEEPER^
The ability to paint word pictures is Robert Frost's
also; his use of metaphors and similes is only one feature. He
can claim the art of clever suggestion, bright and sudden brush-
ing to outline the frame; the effect is all any artist can de-
sire .
"But let me raise this curtain on a scene,
And show you how its piling up against you.
You see the snow-white through the white of frost?
Ask Helen how far up the sash it's climbed
Since last we read the gage.
It loo^s as if
Some pallid thing has squashed its features flat
L. Frost, Robert - North of Boston - p. 31
2. Ibid - p. 24
3. Ibid - p. 76
If. Ibid - p. 97
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And Its eyes shut with overeagerness
To see what people found so interesting
In one another, and had gone to sleep
Of its own stupid lack of understanding.
Or broken its white neck of mushroom stuff
Short off, and died against the window-pane."
- SNOW ^
-M- « ^ #
Fart of the moon was falling down the west.
Dragging the whole sky with it to the hills.
Its light poured softly in her lap. She saw
And spread her apron to it. She put out her hand
Among the harp-like morning glory strings.
Taut with the dew from garden bed to eaves.
As if she played unheard the tenderness
That wrought on him beside her in the night.
It hit the moon
Then there were three there, making a dim row,
The moon, the little silver cloud, and she.
- THE DEATH OF THE HIRED MAN^
# « «
Speaking of frost on bushes
Then let the sun shine on it!
- THE MOUNTAIN^
What kept him from remembering the need
That brought him to that creaking room was age.
He stood with barrels round him - at a loss.
Robert - Mountain Interval - p. 61
Robert - North of Boston - n. 14
p. 24
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And having scared the cellar under him
In clumping there, he scared it once again
In clumping off; - and scared the outer night.
Which has its sounds, familiar, like the roar
Of trees and crack of branches, common things.
But nothing so like beating on a box.
- THE OLD GIAN'S WINTER NIGHT^
In spite of the prevalent feeling among some that the
•
poems of Frost are stripped and barren, these bite of descrlp-
2tlon suffice to show how rich it is in clear Imagery; in the
sudden entrance of inner rhymes and the final solitary monosyl-
lable.^ In discussing his works in the “Yale Review” J.M. Dabbe
said that at first she put him aside as lean and bare; upon
second reading, however, she has discovered his great richness,
4
comparable to that of Walt Whitman.
Of Frost's ability to describe, Isldor Schneider says,
“a snowfall, a spring, a binding tree, a valley, a brook, these
are brought not to but in the experience of the reader. He nev-
er describes one spectacle but an entire adventure. With sight
I
and act emotional response comes naturally. The three fuse and •
the experience becomes whole.
“This simultaneous description gives readers almost a
sensory instrument with which to share the perception and since
it is natural anyway for the reader to identify self with auth-
or the reader knows the author."^
There is a twinkle in the poet’s eye when he writes,
1. Frost, Robert - Mountain Interval - p. 1^
2. Gropper, William - ’'The Literary Spotlight"
3. Kreymborg, Arthur - Our Singing Strenp:th
4. Dabbs, J.M. - "Robert Frosy^ - Yale Review
5. Schneider, Isldor - op. clt.
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a sly subtle twinkle that verges into irony. To read Robert
Frost and not feel his humor is not to know the man or his
works for this quality is inseparably his. Carl Van Eoren says
"He is full of quiet fun, of the sense of windy pastures - of
spicy road side smells, of hardy souls busily at work, of
drama unfolding naturally out of the movements of life."^
2
"The Hundred Collars" is an example of a situation
that is humorous from start to finish. A Professor is forced
to room with a drunken traveling salesman and the Professor,
evidently a man unacquainted with some of the people about him,
feels a little uneasy. The salesman senses the Professor's
plight as only a salesman can and proceeds to let the Doctor
know he senses it. He offers him some old collars he has out-
grown and the professor is terrible embarrassed - in fact he is
at a loss for words.
" What size do you wear?"
The Doctor caught his throat convulsively.
"Oh - ah - fourteen - fourteen."
"Fourteenl You say sol
I can remember when I wore fourteen.
And come to think I must have back at home
More than a hundred collars, size fourteen.
Too bad to waste them all. You ought to have them.
They're yours and welcome; let me send them to you.
What makes you stand there on one leg like that?
You're not much furtherer than Kike left you.
1. Van Doren, Carl - op. clt.
2. Frost, Robert - North of Boston p. 31
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1
You act as if you wished you hadn’t come.
Sit down or lie down, friend; you make me nervous.”
The Doctor made a subdued dash for it,
And propped himself at bay against a pillow.
”Not that way with your shoes on Kike's white bed.
You can't rest that way. Let me pull your shoes off.”
"Don't touch me, please - I say, donlLt touch me pleas
I'll not be put to bed by you, my man.”
"Just as you say. Have it your own way then.
'My man' is it? You talk like a professor.
Speaking of who's afraid of who, however,
I'm thinking I have more to lose than you
If anything should happen to be wrong.
Who wants to cut your number thirteen throat 1"
- A HUNDRED COLLARS^
"The Horae Stretch" abounds in humor that is flavored
with gentle irony. During the process of moving into a country
house the moving men ask where they shall put the articles of
furniture; we can feel that there is no order for anything. The
wife answers them.
"Put it on top of something that’s on top
Of something else,” she laughed.
- IN THE HOME STRETCH^
3 .
'
1. Frost, Robert - North of Boston - n. 31 i
2. Frost, Robert - Mountain Interval - p. l6
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Later on in the poem the husband tells the men that they should
buy a farm but they do not agree.
Joe said: "You big boys ought to find a farm,
And make good farmers, and leave other fellows
The city work to do. There's not enough
For everybody as it is in there."
"God!" one said wildly, and, when no one spoke:
"Say that to Jimmy here. He needs a farm."
But Jimmy only made his Jaw recede
Fool-like, and rolled his eyes as if to say
He saw himself a farmer. Then there was a French boy
Who said with seriousness that made them laugh,
"Ma friend, you ain't know what it is you're ask."
He doffed his cap and held it with both hands
Across his chest to make as 'twere a bow:
"we're giving you our chances on de farm."
And then they all turned to with deafening boots
And put each other bodily out of the house.
A quiet, subtle humor that runs into ironic meditation
is found in "Mending Wall."
Spring is the mischief in me, and I wonder
If I could put a notion in his head:
"why do they make good neighbors? Isn't it
Where there are cows? But here there are no cows.
Before I built a wall I’d ask to know
1. Frost, Robert - North of Boston - p. 11
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What I was walling in or walling out,
And to whom I was like to give offence.
Something there is that doesn’t love a wall
That wants it down." I could say "Elves" to him
But it’s not elves exactly, and I’d rather
He said it for himself.
Such mild humor is in the thought of Constance Rourke
when she says, "Frost has kept the native humor often deepened
i
to a bitter irony but delicately confused; most of his humor
like that of the early Yankee is so deeply Interwoven with his
further speech as to be almost Inseparable from it."^
It is not one factor that makes Frost’s poems great;
it is not possible to say his works are original because of any
one method. However, there is a strength that can come from
2
simplicity, clearness of outline, and lack of adornment. This
Frost has caught; he has learned the value of Anglo-Saxon words
and feels their force; he has heard people about him converse
and learned their art. In an interview with Miss Sergeant he
himself said, "They call me a dialect poet .... Not so you’d
notice it.... What I have been after from the first, consciously
and unconsciously, is tones of voice. I’ve wanted to write dowr,
certain brute throat noises so that no one could miss them in my
sentences. I have been guilty of speaking of my sentences as a
mere notation for indicating them. I have counted on doubling
the meaning of my sentences with them. They have been my ob-
servation and my subject matter."^
1. Rourke, Constance - American Kumo
r
- p. 276
2. Untermeyer, Louis - Modern American Poetry - p. 256
3. Munson, Gorham - Robert Frost - p. 90
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Isldor Schneider says of his style: "He has rounded
out a poetic individuality of exceptional dignity; he has de-
veloped his descriptive powers to an accuracy so sensitive that
his lines often have an effect of clairvoyance; and the patient
logical fulfillment of his metaphors gives his rhetoric an ef-
fectiveness achieved by few poets beside him."^
I
1. Schneider, Isidor - op. cit.
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The Story and Its People
Goethe hes remarked: "A lovely feeling of situation
and an aptitude to describe them makes a poet.'*^ Assuming that
Goethe has arrived at a fundamental truth in this statement, we
can with assurance conclude that Robert Frost qualifies., His
ability to handle drama is a proof.
Just as simplicity was a keynote of Frost’s success in
expression,, so again we find it the keynote of his drama. This
poet does not endeavor to portray an incident extending through
a long period of time. Rather he would outstrip the limits of
Aristotle in limiting himself. One short, quick scene he catche^
and paints; but with what insight and power! It is as if a long;
I
period of suspense had been built up somewhere In the backgroundj
and the poet had snatched out the climax assuming that the back-i
i
ground is self-evident - and it is. i
Frost knows how to make this one brief Incident a 1
I
' story in Itself. He can bring out in a few pages a period of
j
I struggle and inward emotion. He has unbounded ability in set- '
ting his story vividly, pushing it clearly, firmly and powerful-
I
ly forward and closing it with a supreme and complete summary.
It is the^ unity of action without effort.
p
In "The Home Burial" this poet has given us a great
tragedy in the heart of a young mother, deep passion that breaks
out in her encounter with her husband.
1. Munson, Gorham - Robert Frost - p. 93
2. Frost, Robert - North of Boston - p. 43

3b
He saw her from the bottom of the stairs
Before she saw him. She was starting down
Looking back over her shoulder at some fear.
She took a doubtful step and then outdid it
To raise herself and look again. He spoke
Advancing toward her: ’’MHiat is it you see
From up there always - for I want to know.”
Thus the poem opens, simply yet how completely. The
conflict between the man and woman is set; we can visualize
' their positions: she on the stairs, he at the foot of them. The
details of the picture are left to us; it is a fresh, strong
sweep of the brush and the artist moves on.
The opening of ”The Code”^ is strong and vivid.
There were three in a meadow by the brook
(lathering up windrows, piling cocks of hay,
With an eye always lifted toward the west
'^ere an irregular sun-bordered cloud
Darkly advanced with a perpetual dagger
Flickering across its bosom. Suddenly
One helper, thrusting pitchfork in the ground
Marched off the field and home. One stayed.
The town-bred farmer failed to understand.
Note the first words in this poem: "There were
three.” There is power in that simple beginning. It is a
marked example of Frost's Inborn sense of when to be definite
1. Frost, Robert - North of Boston - p. 76
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in detail and when to suggest. Now, "in a meadow by a brook"
could be in any meadow that is within the experience of the
reader. That one clinching detail in an open picture is vivid.
"Gathering windrows" to any one who is acquainted with farm lif4
is a striking particular; the three figures take definite shape
But there is more to the setting; a thunder storm is coming up.
Here again anyone who has lived and worked on a farm knows the
tenseness and hurry that comes over the farmers when the hay is
dry and ready to go into the barn and a storm threatens. Rober^
Frost doesn't mention that; he assumes the reader knows it. He
doesn't even say a storm is coming. He tells us that the men
are anxiously watching a cloud in the sky. It is the art of
suggestion again. Into the sketching without introduction or
wasted words Frost plants his story. The entire situation is ill
the last line: the farmer was not of the farm; he did not under-
stand rural people.
So we could go on through all of Frost's dramatic po-
ems and find the same clear-cut, effective openings - openings
so sure and inclusive that never is there need of any wrenching
of the action. The development follows very naturally.
The story unraveled in "The Home Burlal"^ls not intri-
cate; • most of it hinges around an insight into the heart of the
the young mother whose baby has died and has been buried in the
family lot in back of the house. Why has she turned against her
husband, we wonder. Her brooding is bared as she turns on him
with a storm of passion.
1. Frost, Robert - North of Boston - p.43
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"If you had any feelings, you that dug
With your own hand - how could you? - his little grave;
I saw you from that very window there,
Making the gravel leap and leap in air,
Leap up, like that, and land so lightly
And roll back down the mound beside the hole.
I thought, Who is that man? I didn't know you.
And I crept down the stairs and up the stairs.
To look again, and still you spade kept lifting.
Then you came in. I heard your rumbling voice
Out in the kitchen, and I don't know why.
But I went near to see with my own eyes.
You would sit there with the stain on your shoes
Of the fresh earth from your own baby's grave
And talk about your everyday concerns.
You had stood the spade up against the wall
Outside there in the entry, for I saw it."
'*! can repeat the very words you were saying.
'Three foggy mornings and one rainy day
Will rot the best birch fence a man can build.'
Think of it, talk like that at such a tlmel
What had how long it takes a birch to rot
To do with what was in the darkened parlor.
You couldn'
t
care I
But the world's evil. I won't have grief so
If I can change it. Oh, I won't, I won'tl"
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"You - oh, you think the talk Is all. I must go -
Somewhere out of this house. , How can I make you - "
The conclusion is found here; it is not what will be-
i
come of the young mother or how the quarrel ends that interests |
us; it is rather the satisfaction we get in understanding at
last the cause of her misery that rounds out the whole. The
last three lines simply increase the finality. Thinking back
over the brief narrative, we wonder at the concentration of it.
It is filled with emotional force. It has a tragic poignancy
that stands by Itself in American poetry. We close the book
with the feeling that it is a long story that we have read.
In "The Death of the Hired Man"^ the atmosphere is one
of repose and restraint. It is not as intense as "The Home Burl
al". There is little more thread to the narrative however. The
hired man dies: he had come back to a farm on which he worked
many years and to which he came back ill. The story is not tak-
en up with that fact, however. It is taken up with the conver-
sation between Warren and his wife about the hired man. Mary de-
fends him and sympathizes with him; Warren is provoked because
he left during the busiest time of the year. Mary discloses to
Warren the inner motives and feelings of the man; she moves War-
ren to a more kindly feeling toward him.
What then, we ask, is the power of these dramatic po-
ems? What gives them strength? Their greatest asset is in the
manner of telling; Robert Frost knows what to give out and what
to hold back^ - Much he holds back. The restraint in them gives
1. Frost, Robert - North of Boston - p. 14
2. Benjamin, Paul L~. - ’’poet of Neighborliness" - Survey
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the reader an assurance that the artist "knows what he knows".
There is no nervous haste or sweeping eloquence that disturbs
or lifts one. Even in "The Home Burial” where there is much in-
tense feeling, the spirit of restraint prevails; always there ie
a sense of keeping something back. We might say that much of
Robert Frost’s genius lies in what he didn't say; the following
lines are a proof.
At the word,, the saw.
As if to prove saws knew what supper meant.
Leaped out at the boy's hand, or seemed to leap -
He must have given the hand. However it was.
Neither refused the meeting. But the handl
The boy's first outcry was a rueful laugh.
As he swung toward them holding up the hand
Half in appeal, but half as if to keep
The life from spilling. Then the boy saw all -
Since he was old enough to know, big boy
Doing a man's work, though a child at heart -
He was all spoiled. "Don't let him cut my hand off -
The doctor, when he comes. Don't let them, sister 1"
i
So. But the hand was gone already.
- OUT, OUT ^
In this heart-rending poem we have a fine example of how much
Frost doesn't say. Note the following line:
Then the boy saw all -
This poet does not attempt to tell us what he saw; we know for
1. Frost, Robert - Mountain Interval - p. 50
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ourselves. Note further how, after this line made vivid as it
Is by its openness, the emotion recedes.
Since he was old enough to know, big boy
I
1
Doing a man’s work, though a child at heart - i
These two lines are evidence of great art; they do the thing
that the dramatists make clowns do in a powerful tragedy: they
relieve the heightened emotion. They also make the line pre-
ceding and the line following them more Intense by contrast.
’’The Code” gives a more definite action. We follow
the hired man into the barn where he proceeds to bury the farm-
er by pitching the hay off too fast for him to mow away. The
farmer escapes unbeknown to his torturer and is next seen in the
kitchen with his feet in the oven.
If the beginnings of Mr. Frost's poems are strong,
that strength is born to the end. How this poet can round the
picture so completely and unobtrusively with a gentle turn of
the pen is astounding. Although his style is filled with pauses,
hesitations, and lingering meditations like the movements of a
man in doubt, yet he knows where he is going. When he reaches
the end he softly rounds off every edge and departs. There is
much, we conclude, in knowing when to go.
The swinging lantern lengthened to the ground.
It touched, it struck it, clattered and went out.
- THE FEAR ^
1. Frost, Robert - North of Boston - p. Ill
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"It ought to be In rain. Sometimes in rain.
In rain tomorrow, shall we, if it rains?
But if we must, in sunshine." So she went.
- THE GENERATIONS OF MEN^
Louis Untermeyer states that the style of a poem con-
2
tributes a great deal to its life. Some works sing themselves
into our hearts so that they become a part of us. If Robert
Frost's dramatic poems live for their style, one reason will be
that they talked themselves into our souls. These works unrave],
facts, or rather discover them for us.
Needlessly soon he had his axe-helves out,
A quiverful to choose from, since he wished me
1
To have the best he had, or had to spare - !
i
Not for me to ask which, when what he took
Had beauties he had to point me out at length
To Insure their not being wasted on me.
He likes to have it slender as a whipstock.
Free from the least knot, equal to the strain
Of bending like a sword across the knee.
He showed me that the lines of a good helve
Were native to the grain before the knife
Expressed them, and its curves were no false curves
Put on it from without. He chafed its long white body
From end to end with his rough hand shut round it.
He tried it at the eye-hole in the axe-head,
1. Frost, Robert - North of Boston - p. 83
2. Untermeyer, Louis - "Our Singing Faith"- Sat . Rev , of Lit.
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‘'Hahn, Hahn," he mused, "Don't need much taking down."
Baptiste knew how to make a short Job long
For love of it, and yet not waste time either.
- THE AXE-HELVE
^
Note how stripped the passage is of anything but facts
one after another. Even when impressing us that this neighbor
was selecting for him the beet helve in hie lot, he reveals only
facts. He lets us find out for ourselves the heart of Baptiste.
And there the strength lay
I
For the hard work.
That, to me, is a strong line. It is positive, brief, final; 11
leaves no room for doubt. The neighbor had selected the strong
helve and there it ley ready; it is as though the artist said,
"There, see for yourself."
The next image is excellent. It reveals so much of
Baptiste, the man. He loved the axe-helves he made as many
people love things long familiar to them. It is part of the
nature of rural people, especially, to cllr^g to the old.
He chafed its long white body
From end to end with his rough hand shut round it.
Baptiste is skilled in his work and knows it; it gives him a
sense of pride. That is what Frost is making us feel by givlr.g
us the facts of his actions. But the matter of people is anoth-
er story.
9
1. Frost, Robert p. 37
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IClosely interwoven with the "dramatic insight" of
these poems is the "sharp portrayal of character."^ They are an
unusual lot - these people that pass through the stories, yet,
after all, how much like all of us. Strange how little differ-
ence outward appearances make to the workings of a heart.
Strange too, how slightly we are aware of the workings of our
own hearts until some super-sensitive man awakens us. We read
of the woman who was overcome by the fact that the world moved
on regardless of her great sorrow, and we say, "How true that
is!" Especially do those of us who have stood beside the grave
of a dear one and felt as if all the grief in the entire uni-
verse were concentrated in us, think it.
Robert Frost's ability to make characters live grows
out of his understanding of himself. All of his life he has
loved withdrawing to himself where he might think; that is prob-
ably one of the great delights of his farm life. Not for him
have been the rush of things - the speed wherein there is no
chance for knowing oneself.
When Mr. Frost looked about for people to put into his
jpoems, he knew where to find them. They were the folks about
I
'him whom he had learned to know well - the folk who lived much
as he did and felt as he did or would under a similar circum-
stance. "He brings out the cranky humor as well as the stern
gravity, a longing for freedom and beauty and love as well as a
deliberate endurance of hard fate." He was not Interested
whether they were good or bad; he does not interpret their lives
1. Benjamin, Paul L. - "Nelghborllness of Frost" - op. cit.
2. Van Doren, Carl - "Soil of the Puritans" - op. cit.
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for us nor moralize about them. He simply says, "Here are these
people; they did this or said this.**
"The Home Stretch" introduces us to a couple moving out
'into a country farm house. It was the thing that the husband
!
I
jwanted and the wife was going there for him. She is tired and
probably a little homesick on this first- night there.
"What are you seeing out the window, lady?**
"Whet I'll be seelrig more of in the years
To come as here I stand and go the round
Of many plates with towels many times."
"And what is that? You only put me off."
"Rank weeds that love the water from the dish-pan
More than some women like the dish-pan, Joe;
A little stretch of mowing-field for you;
Not much of that until I come to woods
That end all. And lt*s scarce enough to call
A view"
,
"And yet you think you like it, dear?"
"That's what you’re so concerned to know! You hope
I like it "
The husband senses his wife's feelings and is sensitive about
the whole matter. He is very tired after a day of moving and
is doubtful of his decision. This brings the wife to her cour-
age and she is revealed to us.

"it’s all so much
What we have always wanted, I confess I
It*s seeming bad for a moment makes it seem
Even worse still, and so on down, down, down.
It's nothing; it's their leaving us at dark ..."
• "There again, Joe!
|
You’re tired."
|
"I'm drunk-nonsensical tired out;
j
Don't mind a word I say. It’s a day’s work
]
I
To empty one house of all household goods
j
And fill another with ’em fifteen miles away.
Although you do no more than dump them down."
"Dumped down in paradise we are and happy."
It’s all BO much what I've always wanted,
I can’t believe it’s what you wanted, too."
I
Speaking of this same poem Paul L. Benjamin said,
"...We have not only to study of human Impulses but also many
of those qualities which make Frost a great poet, perhaps the
greatest living American poet. Here is a swift delineation of
character by a word or gesture or by the very silence itself, a
stark simplicity of language trimmed with no 'fustian' or tinsel,
a certain hauntirig quality that no Imitation can catch, an in-
tense sympathy, a by-play of characters that shows as uncanny
knowledge of the psychology of behavior, a concentration of I;
words and flashes of lyrical beauty. Such simple lines as the !
1. Benjamin, Paul L. - "poet of Neighborliness" - Survey - op.
clt.
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following Bet in the text are charged with dramatic insight:
Warren leaned out and took a step or two,
picked up a little stick and brought it back
And broke it in his hand and tossed it by....
**The Self Seeker'*^ is a tremendous poem. A man has
lost his legs in an accident in a shop and the Insurance lawyer
is about to come and make a settlement. It opens:
"Willis, I didn't want you here today:
The lawyer's coming for the company.
I'm going to sell my soul, or, rather, feet.
Five hundred dollars for the pair, you know."
There is bitter irony in those last two lines. The
Broken One is so stricken with the tragedy and the thought of
going through life without legs that he can not bear to think
about it.
"He thinks I'll hobble. It's both legs and feet."
"They must be terrible - I mean to look at."
"I haven't dared to look at them uncovered.
Through the bed blankets I remind myself
Of a starfish laid out with rigid points."
The invalid wonders about the shop. Do they miss him
there? It is the same irony that we find in "The Home Burial".
1. Frost, Robert - North of Boston - p. 118

Everything goes the same without me there.
You can hear the small buzz saws whine, the big saw
Caterwaul to the hills around the village
As they both bite the wood. It's all our music.
One ought to be a good villager to like It.
No doubt It has a sort of prosperous sound,
And It’s our life."
How human this Is '. One of the bitternesses of life
for people who have been In the same track for countless years
Is to be wrenched from It. Willis wants the Broken One to
fight for a large sum of money; he won't. It Is all too tragic
to him. Why would he want pay for his legs? They can't be
bought and sold.
The pathos Increases when Anne comes In bringing
flowers; the Injured man Is a great lover of flowers and It Is
I
a- real grief to him that he will never again be able to wander
through the woods In search of them. His tenderness to the
I
I
little girl Is overwhelming; we know what he Is suffering be-
neath each word he speaks. Anne doesn't.
The Broken One saw Anne. "Why, here Is Anne.
What do you want, dear? Come, stand by the bed;
Tell me what It Is?" Anne Just wagged her dress
With both hands held behind her. "G-uess," she said.
"Oh, guess which? My, my I Once on a time
I knew a lovely way to tell for certain
oe
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By looking in the ears. But I forget it.
Er, let me see. I think I'll take the right.
That's sure to be right even if it's wrong..."
Not until we read the last sentence do we break; not till then
does the Broken One break. It is a picture of a man tryir^g des-
perately to keep up.
"He thinks you ought to pay me for my flowers.
You don't know what I mean about the flowers.
Don't stop to try to now. You'll miss your train.
I
j
Goodbye." He flung his arms around his face.
Probably one of Mr. Frost's most famous characters is
the neighbor helping him repair the stone-wall. The fact that
this fellow is weighted down by old ideas amuses and yet bothers
the poet. The struggle between Nature and man plays its part;
the soil is poor and the farmer has to give "all his strength to
earning bread"; he has no desire "to think for himself."
Similar to him in many ways is the little old lady in
"The Black Cottage" who sat in the same pew in church for so
many years
.
"but the bare thought
Of her tremulous bonnet in the pew
And of her half asleep was too much for me."
Even more great, I think, is Frost's common-sense un-
derstanding of people shown in "A Servant to Servants"? It is
an intense poem; the wife is worn out with doing work for so
1. Kreymborg, Arthur - Our Sinking Strength - p. 316
2. Frost, Robert - North of Boston - p. 50
3. Ibid - p. 64
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many men folks. She realizes this.
we have four here to board, great good for nothings
Sprawling about the kitchen with their talk
While I fry bacon for them. Much they carel"
I
As there is Insanity in her family, she is afraid she is going
|
insane and she tries to rationalize the problem.
;
1
i
"It's the rest I want - there I have said it out
j
From cooking meals for hungry hired men I
And washing dishes after them - from doing
Things over and over that just won't stay done....
It's not that Len don't want the best for me - and
It was his plan our moving over in
Beside the lake from where that day I showed you
We used to live - ten miles from anywhere...."
Gorham Munson in writing of Robert Frost's characters
says, "The man that Frost treats is situated in a tamed wilder-
ness and is disciplined by it. In New Hampshire the mountains
are not high enough; there is nothing extravagant or unduly
wild about nature or the people; nor are the people of Frost's
poems grandiose or expansive. Their bodies have been contracted
and hardened by sweating till their emotions have the solidity
of rock and their minds achieve a good dogged common sense.
We do not have to go to critics to get an analysis of
these people, however. Frost himself has given us one.
1. Munson, Gorham - Robert Frost - p. 104
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For art's sake one could almost wiSh them worse
Rather than better. How are we to write
The Russian novel In America
As long as life goes on so terribly?
There is the pinch from our only outcry
In literature to date is heard to come,
ffe get what little misery we can
Out of not having any cause for misery.
It makes the guild of novel writers sick
To be expected to be Dostoievskis
On nothing worse than too much lack of comfort.
- NEW HAICPSHIRE^
I
1. Frost, Robert - New Hampshire - p. 3
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Classicism of Robert Frost
There Is something unpleasant In the fact that for
twenty years Robert Frost was sending his poems to leading Am-
erican magazines and for twenty years got almost no recognltloi
- a fact almost as Ironic as becomes the humor of his dramatic
poems, when we read appraisals of him now. Well can America
cringe at the thought that England had to point to her the
value, perhaps we are too young a nation to sense the univer-
sal as quickly as can a people with years of living behind them
Mr. Munson In an essay on Robert Frost stated: "Some
readers, no doubt, were surprised when the poet told them In
his last book. New Hampshire
.
I may as well confess myself the author
Of several books against the world In general.
I Is this a protest, we wonder, against critics who
were falling to see beyond the local coloring or setting of his
poems? Is It true that Frost watching the reaction of his work
In the minds of readers, sensed that they were losing the gen-
eralities he had painstakingly arrived at? At any rate It
I
seems to be true that minds did not grasp the underlying truths
until Robert Frost pointed to them; then, of course they saw.
Then critics waved his poems like banners In the sky heralding
I their universal elements.
1. Lowell, Amy - Robert Frost
.
The Man and His Work (pamphlet)
2. Munson, Gorham B. - Robert Frost (essay)

Perhaps the very nature of Robert Frost seeping Into
his poems as it does, kept him from recognition. He did not
storm or complain; never is he aggressive or noisy; he does not
seek to find novel tricky phrases to catch the eye.^ Rather is
he filled with profound thought stimulated by the facts of life
- true conclusions arrived at by an unbiased consideration of
these facts; he is a man of tranquillity, humor and common sense.
He has lived with nature and neighbors; he has seen the struggle
between the two. In fact he himself has experienced that strug-
gle and thus thoroughly understands it.
Personal discovery, then, is an underlying factor in
Frost's poems. Here is a poet who has chosen to turn away from
the dictatorship of the age - old traditions in literature and
find truths for himself. He has chosen to examine the nature
of the world about him and its people. It is comparable to the
work the G-reeks undertook as they adjusted themselves to the
country about them. It is the secret of originality. Other
writers have been content to revert back to the early authors
who have discovered and written the laws of their times. Frost
2
has chosen to be himself a "climber of birches."
To understand the classicism of Frost, a picture of
the country in which his works were born is necessary. Gorham
B. Munson, in an article in the'*Saturday Review of Literature
has given us a very vivid picture: "Such a farmer has a settled
routine of living dependent upon the seasons. He leads a vil-
lage life in which most of the human factors at work have the
appearance of being tangible and measurable. The Intricacies
1, Untermeyer, Louis - "Our Singing Faith"
2. Frost, Robert - "Birches" - Mountain Interval - p. 29
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of commerce and Industry, the distress wrought by machines, the
flow of vast crowds, the diversity of appeals of a great city
do not reach him. Churches are what they were, intellectual
currents do not disturb, and science, arch-upsetter of former
values, finds no opening to intrude. Frost tells of a hugger-
mugger farmer who burnt his house in order to buy a telescope
with the money. He gazed with an unspoiled wonder at the heav-
ens. But for science at large the attitude is indifference.”^
"You hear those hound-hogs sing on Moosllauke?
well, they remind me of the hue and cry
We've heard against the Mid-Victorians
And never rightly understood till Bryan
Retired from politics and Joined the chorus.
The matter with the Mid-Victorians
I
Seems to have been a man named John L. Darwin.”
j
”
'Go long,'" I said to him, he to his horse.
j
2 I
- THE STAR-SPLITTER I
I
In Frost's New England then many of the complex tor-
menting questions that have arisen since the small city and a-
grarian communities of old Greece have been lopped away from
the problem of living.
"Me for the hills where I don't have to choose.”"^
With this simplified world given. Frost has built his
art, as was pointed out in the preceding chapter, upon the founj
datlon of observation, and it is by positive and critical
;
1. Munson, G.B. - op. cit.
2. Frost, Robert - New Hampshire - p. 27
3. Munson, G.B. - Robert Frost (essay)

observation of things conceived as discrete that Frost has dis-
covered his Nature.
Such a framework through which lean figures moved
gave Robert Frost models for Imitation, but Frost's imitation,
however, differs from that of many writers in that it has fresh
ness. It was an imitation taken from living models and little
influenced by the outworn expressions of other writers; he es-
caped the commonplace in the telling. In fact, Robert Frost's
formula to his students Interested in writing was "common in ex
perience ... uncommon in writing."^ There is probably much in it
In reading Robert i^'rost's poems how often are we struck by the
familiarity of the incident. 7/e wonder why we have not thought
of that before. It is the manner of telling that makes it so
striking to us.
To the Thawing Wind
Come with rain, 0 loud Southwesterl
Bring the singer, bring the nester;
dive the buried flower a dream;
Make the settled snow-bank steam;
Find the brown beneath the white;
But whate'er you do to-night,
Bathe my window, make it flow.
Melt it as the ices go;
Melt the glass and leave the sticks
Like a hermit's crucifix;
Burst into my narrow stall;
1. Frost, Robert - A Boy' s Will - p. 22

Swing the picture on the wall;
Run the rattling pages o’er;
Scatter poems on the floor;
Turn the poet out of door.
Here the feeling is familiar: restlessness and long-
ing for change; it is spring-fever . Yet how vividly it has beer
portrayed. Not a mention is made of that inner mood; the uni-
versal truth is cleverly wrapped in realistic symbolism.^ This
is the key to Robert Frost’s classicism - this reaching into
universal truths from concrete facts. "The G-rind-s tone" is an
lexcellent example; a close study of the excerpts below shows ite
significance to the life of man.
I wondered who it was the man thought ground -
The one that held the wheel or tne one
Who gave his life to keep it going round?
I wondered if he really thought it fair
For him to have the say when we were done.
Such were the bitter thoughts to which I turned.
It is an Interesting fact that less than a decade af-
ter the publication of this poem, the cry of "the forgotten man”
echoed through the country - the man "who gave his life to keep
it going round,"
Robert Frost is conservative, however; he does not
rebel; he only wonders.
1. Dabbs, J. McBride - "Robert Frost and Dark Woods"- Yale Rev .
2. Frost, Robert - New Hampshire - p. 41

" I could tiave cried
Wasn’t there danger of a turn too much?
Mightn’t we make it worse instead of better?..."
This poem stretches beyond the conflict of any one
time or place; it was as true for the serfs of the feudal soci-
ety as for the conflict of man against his environment.
Because of Frost’s ability to draw general laws so
completely in a line or two, Mr. Kreyraborg calls him the most
1
quotable of the modern poets. Often Frost so slyly and quiet-
ly draws his conclusion that the reader can hardly believe him-
self.
But don’t you think we sometimes make too much
Of the old stock? What counts is the ideals
And those will bear some keeping yet about.
- generations of men^
The first night after guests are gone, the house
Seems haunted or exposed.
- IN THE HOME STRETCH^
Earth’s the right place for love:
I don't know where it is likely to be better.
4
- BIRCHES
Of this universal philosophy Louis Untermeyer says,
"...the mind of the man is recalled through a philosophy more
lavish than any poet’s since Emerson's; the poetry offers it-
self wi"^ a confusing if contradictory richness."^
1. Kreymborg, Arthur - A Hi^ory of ~^e7*ican p'betf\v - p. 321
2. Frost, Robert - North of Boston - p. 63
3. Frost, Robert - Mountain Interfal - p. 16
4. Ibid - p. 29
5. Untermeyer, Louis - "Our Singing Faith"

"This is to place emphasis on the philosophy of
Frost's poetry and though it would be a mistake to magnify the
thought content at the expense of the technical skill, it is
better to stress even to oversimplify the substance than to sub-
tilize the manner of expression. It is substance and not novel-
ty of singularity which insures permanence."
Later in this same essay Mr. Untermeyer draws an in-
teresting comparison between Emerson and Frost. He asserts
that they both elevate the facts with warmth of Intellectual
emotion which never sinks into emotionalism but employs ordin-
ary material; even their homeliest subjects are treated "on the
hlgh".^ Louis Untermeyer finds these two men have a common
[thought bond in their conception of the possibilities of man;
such possibilities are infinite irrespective of social or cul-
tural standing. Nothing is impossible to him for we have ideas
yet that we haven't tried. "Mystic life-long curiosity" about
man's place among the infinities is common to both. In proving
this latter point Mr. Untermeyer asserts, "It is the convinced
and affirming heart that speaks in 'Two Look at Two' and 'Bereft)
that craves the aftermath of almost too much love in 'To Earth-
ward', that mingles faith and an intimate sort of fooling in
'Good-bye and Keep Cold'."
A very remarkable thing about the works of Frost is
that they are almost devoid of classical references; it is
another proof of the original conception of the man. George 0.
Aykroyd has pointed out that there are but five such allusions.-'
1. Untermeyer, Louis -"Our Singing Faith"
2. Ibid
3. Aykroyd, George 0. - "The Classical in Robert Frost"

One of those five, Fan, In "pan With Us" is used as a symbol of
classical culture to show how out-worn powers fail to make an
appeal in the modern world.
Times were changed from what they were:
Such pipes kept less of power to stir
The fruited bower of the Juniper
And the fragile bluets clustered there
Than the merest aimless breath of air.
They were the pipes of pagan mirth.
And the world had found new terms of worth.
He laid them down on the sun-burned earth
And raveled a flower and looked away -
Play? play? - What should he play?
1
- PAN WITH US
That Frost knew and could feel to what extent Pegasus
has been replaced by an airplane "grappling in the central blue"
is but another pointer to his common-sense; in the last analysig
all this talk of classicism reverts back to that quality of the
man: a sane mind in a sane body holding the center of the road
and able to look clearly on either hand. Kreymborg tells us,
"There is no harder, saner, warmer, cooler philosophy than
Frost' s
.
The poet realized there is struggle in keeping in the
middle course; he not only knew but felt it as well and in
twelve lines has pictured it for us.
1. Frost, Robert - A Boy* s Will - p. 52
2. Kreymborg, Alfred - Qur Sinjz^inp; Strenp;th - p. 31^
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The Armful 1
For every parcel I stoop down to seize
I lose some other off ray arras and knees
And the whole Is slipping, bottles, buns,
Extreraes too hard to comprehend at once.
Yet nothing one would want to leave behind.
With all I have to hold with, hand and mind
And heart, if need be, I will do my best
To keep their building balanced at my breast
I crouch down to prevent them as they fall;
Then sit in the middle of them all.
I had to drop the armful in the road
And try to stack them in a better load.
Frost, Robert - West Running Brook - p. 60
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Conclusion
It is interesting to watch the periods of popularity
and lack of popularity in the works of authors; it is interest-
ing to compare estimates of critics in different periods of the
same works. In fact there seems to be a definite correlation
I
between the appraisals of poems and the philosophy of the times
i
an age of rugged individualism values most highly works stlmu- |
I
lating that philosophy, while an age of extreme socialism fails;
to find the same value in the work; an age of religious zeal !
cries for religious writings while an age indifferent to religi-|
]
on looks with Indifference upon religious works. Do standards
shift on the standard scale according to the time and the indiv-
idual?
To us, Robert Frost is a great poet; we place him w
I
the classicists; we acclaim him as an original man; we herald
i
him as a true American voice. But he is one of us; we have no
measure of his popularity and place in the future. We may thint:
that there is a universal truth in his poems that will live, but
will it? To what extent will his conversational, unelevated
style handicap him? Might it not be possible that a coming age
will turn to lines with a stirring power like a rolling of drums
in a march for liberty?
Why do we appraise Robert Frost's works so highly?
Obviously, one Important answer is that the critics have guided
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us; they have been almost unanimous in his praise since the pub
libation of his first volumes; they have found in his works a
new voice and they sense him to be an interpreter of the strug-
gle between man and nature. He has an insight that goes beyond
his keen sight and makes the truth below the fact obvious to
him.
’’It is not difficult to write actual poetry; ‘factual
poetry is another matter. What betrays the factual writer is
1
his seeming simplicity. He begins honestly enough but, within
two or three lines he is tottering on the edge of a banality.
To avoid this he retreats on familiar ground of a poetician,
turns quickly toward a 'cliche' or a slight aesthetic exaggera-
tion - and tumbles suddenly into something that is neither
truth nor poetry. The sensitive artist rarely tries to amplify
the fact; he considers himself fortunate if he can even approxi-
mate it."^
This return to the factual poetry of Robert Frost
leads us into his realism. Although a truly romantic poet
Frost is a realistic poet; he is different from the truly roman-
tic poet in that he dares the commonplace; he is after beauty,
but he loves it for its difficulties and its hardships; its
rudeness and vigors. Yet Frost is not an extreme realist; he
tells us himself of his position. ’’There are two kinds of real-
ists; the one who offers a good deal of dirt with his potato to
show that it is a real one, and the one who is satisfied with
the potato brushed clean. I am inclined to be the second kind;
for me the thing that life does for art is to clean it, to strlj
1. Untermeyer, Louis - American Poetry Since 1900 - p. 17
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The characters of Frost’s poems and the rhythm of com--
mon speech are embedded In realism. Yet his lines are not lim-
ited by a clarity of phrase, or an epigram; they are lifted froi:
mere photography to a deeper, inner meaning. Robert Frost puts
a spirit underneath his facts.
There is a concentration and power in his draraetic
poems that is compelling; the poem "Out, Out" moves me in the
same way that Galsworthy's novel does in the scene when Jon says,
2
"Mother, England's choking me." or as Vittoria does in that
3
terrific scene in The White Devil when she says, "O mel this
place is hell."
Frost is a man of keen understanding; a quiet sympa-
thy, not loud but deep, is always in his works. It is more
than being a close friend; it is being unselfish enough to real-
ize when your fellow-man is suffering and to care. Robert Frosi.
cares. In reading his tragedies, although he never expresses
his own feelings In them, we somehow get an impression of a
strong man, wordless, tearless, standir^g over the remnants of
I
something that has been very dear. He says nothing - just
gazes silently for a while and turns silently away; yet who
would question the depths of his feeling? So it is with Robert
Frost; it is the feeling that Sidney Cox calls "sincerity". It
is as apparent in hie love of beauty as in his sympathy for
sorrow.
One essential difference between Frost's poems and
1. Lowell, Amy - op. clt.
2. Galsworthy, John - The Forsyte Saga
3. Webster, John - The White Devil
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the people we meet on the street Is the character of the strug-
gle; Frost's people are fighting against the elements of nature
- against a bare soil, high stubborn mountains and cold winters;
the people who work in factories are getting their wages from
constant hammering of iron against iron or some other monoton-
ous task. The struggle with nature is a bitter one when the
j
land is unproductive; farmers learn to be patient and have
faith; they say little but doggedly return to the fields where
but the fall before a harvest had lain in ruins, and replant it,
Often they have a shell-like coat about their real selves; it
seems to come from their firm determination and grim persistenci'
at heart most of these people are kind, frank and tender.
If we keep in mind that Frost was one of these people
we realize how he is able to breathe into his characters unlver^
sal appeal. He is revealing his own life to us. Critics often
remark that the narrative poems of North of Boston are not sub-
jective, which they are not, yet I dare say there is hardly an
experience there but that Frost has felt it. Such passions
must be felt and not Just imagined, and as the result of a sup-
er-sensitive, system the intensity of the experience has been
magnified in the artist. For example, "In the Home Stretch" is
without doubt filled with the memory of moving on to a farm in
his twenty-fifth year. "The Home Burial" is probably filled
with his own grief and weariness as he had to return home and
take up the round of chores after the burial of his own child;
the grief of his wife must have added to his own burden. "After
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picking Apples" Is certainly the result of a definite experi-
ence as Is "Mending Wall."
To hold Frost's poems to the world as flawless would,
of course, be Idle; we all know that neither are his nor the
works of any other poet that when held against the measuring
stick of critics. Yet It le the whole In which we are interes-
ted; artists are great In spite of minor defects In their works
for it Is the harmony, the depth of feeling and the music of
the entire piece that makes It valuable. So It is with Robert
Frost. In ^ Boy* s Will there are evidences of immature style;
after reading North of Boston we realize that the artist was
finding himself in those early lyrics and did not fully come
Into his own until In his second volume. These few examples
will reveal that difference.
How countless they congregate
O'er our tumultous snow
Which flows in shapes as tall as trees
When wintry winds do blowl
- STARS^
Two fairies it was
On a still summer day
Came forth in the woods
With the flowers to pley.
- SPOILS OF THE DEAD^
1. Frost, Robert - A Boy '
s
Will - p. 18
2. Ibid - p. 50
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The well was dry beside the door,
And so we went with pail and can
Across the fields behind the house
To seek the brook if still it ran.
- GOING FOR WATER^
To me Carl Van Eoren has summed up the great contri-
bution Frost made to American poetry when he analyzed the dif-
2ference between him and Robert Burns:
*'To compare Robert Frost as he has often been compared,
with Robert Burns, is to call attention at the outset to a dif-
ference between the Yankees and the Scots which has had great
effect upon the difference between these two people. Burns
grew up among a peasantry which sang. Not only were there bal-
lads of the traditionary sort in every chimney-corner, but
I
! there were also gay times in the air ready for the new words of
any new versifier. Even a genius like Burns in his most charac-
teristic lyrics was likely to owe some of his lines and the mol(:
in which he cast them to old songs of love and laughter and de-
fiance; and he was sure in such cases to owe to the frame of
the older songs some part of the prosperity of his own. The
ears of his hearers were already prepared for him. In rural
New England Robert Frost had no similar advantages. Almost the
only tunes that had ever been lifted there had been the dry
tunes of the churches. Ballad making had died out; hilarious
catches had rarely been trolled in cheerful taverns; youth did
not sing its love but talked when it did not merely hint. New
1. Frost, Robert - A Boy ' s Will - p. 37
2. Untermeyer, Louis - op. cit. - p. 28
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England since the Revolution has had but one great popular ora-
tor; since ’’Yankee Doodle" only one popular patriotic song has
come out of New England. The voice of that religion is the
voice of reason of the intellect, of prose, canny or noble: it
1 walks, not flies. There was nothing to encourage Robert Frost
j
to ride on the wings of established melodies."
Robert Frost' s path was the one less traveled by and
"that has made all the difference."
(
i
I
ii
I
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Summary
Robert Frost was born In California in 1875; when
twelve years of age he went to Lawrence to live with his grand-
father. His paternal ancestors were of New England stock; his
mother was Scotch.
Robert graduated from the Lawrence High School where
he was beaten in the race for scholastic honors by his sweet-
heart and future wife; he studied for a few years at Cartmouth
and two years at Harvard. After leaving Dartmouth he worked in
a shop, taught school a while and edited a weekly magazine.
jDurlng every spare moment he read poetry.
I
j
When Robert Frost was twenty-five years of age he
took his family and moved on to a farm in Derry, New Hampshire
which his grandfather had given him. These years Influenced his
illfe and works greatly. In 1912 he went to England where he
gained recognition for his poems. From that time his success
was assured.
Since his return from England, Robert Frost has taught
college classes, lectured and worked on his farm. He refuses to
hurry his writing or be spoiled by fame.
Probably the most distinguishing and obvious mark of
the poetry of Robert Frost lies in its style. His greatest
poems are written in blank verse, but many beautiful lyrics are
found in his volumes.

The recording of the unaffected expressions of rural
people gives Frost’s poems their individual note. They have
no eloquence or lifted style. The lines are bare and vivid; the
beauty in them is pictured and not talked about; the passions
are presented and not described.
There are certain ways in which Frest has given an
original note to his poems. He varies the meter by the use of
short phrases in unaccented places, two or three strongly ac- '
cented syllables together, by allowing thought to run through
several lines and by breaks within the verses. The effect be-
comes Informal and conversational, made even more conversation-
al by the use of provincial expressions.
There is a feeling of bareness in Frost's works, es-
pecially upon first reading; an economy of words is an outstand-
ing characteristic. Rarely does the poet Interpret the pic-
tures as he paints. Rather he flashes the scene as he sees it,
and the reader is led to see it for himself. It is a method
that requires and marks genius.
j
To produce the results that he wants Frost does not
j
hesitate to compound words, use patches of local color and the ,
vernacular. These give the poems clarity and vividness and
heighten the feeling of originality.
Robert Frost is a great thinker and his poems are evi-
dence to that fact. They have an inner meaning that contains
universal truth, in spite of the fact that they are simple and
direct in their manner of telling. Often the poet rounds out
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the inner meaning in a line or two in a way that is almost un-
believeable. Such lines have led Alfred Kreymborg to acclaim
Frost as one of the most quotable poets. His philosophy is
healthy, such as comes from wholesome living and good mental
health.
Robert Frost's philosophy is not found in one or two
lines alone, however; it is found underneath all that he says.
I
I
In spite of the fact that his poems are dressed in the atmos-
phere of New Hampshire, he is talking to the world in general.
Human nature is close to this poet; he is not only
interested in neighbors, he knows and understands them. Robert
j
Frost's ability to catch a very vital scene from the lives of
the people about him and to present that scene in such a way as
to make the effect complete and powerful is unusual. It comes
from a keen sense of discrimination and great Insight; it is
made more intense by a vivid and quick presentation. It shows
a power to handle drama. There is almost no preliminary ex-
planation and yet there is never any doubt as to the details of
the scene; there is very little room for the development of sus
pense and yet the reader leaves the poem with the feeling of
long suspense and great climax.
Robert Frost knew himself and that knowledge enabled
him to write for us. One reason why any characters appeal to
readers is because the reader recognizes in them an experience
of his own life. It is as though an author held a mirror be-
fore the reader. Because Frost knew himself well he could make
other people see themselves through his poems.
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Such poems as the "Birches" and "Snow" show the poet’s
ability to paint word pictures without seeming to make descrip-
tion an end. So quietly and yet so vividly and completely is
the description accomplished that every detail seems clear. The
power of suggestion is shown throughout his poems. It is like
a splash of bright color and a few long shadows suggestive of a
setting sun and through them the whole scene becomes lost in
evening
.
The striking use of figures of speech neightens the
effect of Frost’s descriptions. They are vivid, appropriate,
unusual, realistic; they are positive and clean-cut. A good ex-
ample is found in "The Housekeeper" when the housekeeper says
she is built in the church like a church organ.
To discuss Frost's style without giving a fair place
to his humor and- irony would be an error, for the works of this
poet have a fair proportion of both. Robert Frost is filled
with humor; he loved the gusty spring winds and the racing of
tountain streams; he chuckles at a good Joke on nls neighbor or
a good one on himself. He is not satirical but his humor often
turns to gentle irony. He sees tragedy in many situations and
le cares. He is far too sensible, however, to become fanatic
or morbid; he never moralizes or becomes didactic. He tells us
that he might have said‘'elves'’ for the neighbor only he would
rather that he said it for himself.
To what extent New England environment has helped or
retarded Robert Frost in his work is not measurable even to him.

It is true, however, that the environment has colored his poems
nearly all of wnich are filled with the nature of New England
country; his characters are the people of rural New England.
Frost has seen and felt the struggle between these people and
the soil from which they drain a living, and he has pointed out
that struggle to us. He has found in his unassuming neighbors
great passions and he has made us feel them.
Robert Frost has been classed by many critics as a
classic poet; he is a seeker of truth and chooses to seek for
himself rather than to turn back to the old masters. He has not
I
«
icared for artificiality or adornment; he has preferred to strip
i
jhls writing to a simple direct style. If he is criticized for
jlacking clarity it is because his insight outstrips that of his
jreaders to so great an extent that much that is obvious to him
is not clear to them. It is because Frost is a thinker and most
of us are not.
It would be misrepresenting the greatness of Frost to
imply that he did not know his own times.. He does and thinks
about them but he is not a social reformer; his business is to
show the picture, tell the facts. They contain all; the reader
must see for himself. Frost does not rebeil; he wonders who is
"giving his life to keep it going round."
Americans should be proud of Robert Frost. Measured
by the sincerity of his works, the pleasure they give and the
truths they reveal he has earned for himself a place among the
great masters of all times; even in his own times universities
of foreign lands recognize his greatness. Is not that proof
enough?
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